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This post includes everything you need for your Trip as a Beginner. All Resources are provided with links. You just need your time and dedication. I've separated this post into several programs as shown below:Route A. 4 to 5 MonthsPath B. 2 Months or LessPath C. 1 Month or LessPath A: Learn In 4 to
5 Months.Part 1: Start With Machine Learning, 2 months. Machine Learning Course by Stanford University (coursera.org/learn/machine-learning)By the time you start the Neural Network during week 5 of the Coursera course, Completing the Neural Networks playlist by 3BIue1Brown.I think the Coursera
course rushes parts of the Neural Network a bit, there's a great free online book on Neural Network and Deep Learning (neuralnetworkandeeplearning.com)Now many concepts in Machine Learning and Deep Learning Literature will start to make sense to you. For fun, go to Chriss Seeming blog, they're
fantastic! ( Part 2: In-depth learning, 1 month. Time: if you work full time on these courses, l think it is possible to complete the content every week in 1~2 days. So don't be embedded with bythe tables. But give yourself some time to breathe between courses. Part 3: Implementation of In-Depth Learning
Practicality (1~2 months). Fast.ai has a wonderful resource for Practical Deep Learning (course.fast.ai), While Andrew Ng or others teach in a Top-down approach (know first, do it then) fast.ai teaches in an under-top approach (do first, know later). The other two courses I mentioned were CS231n and
CS224n by Stanford University. CS231n focuses on computer vision with Deep Learning, and CS224n focuses on Massage Modeling such as Natural Language Processing with Deep Learning.Path B: Learning in 2 Months or Less.Complete the first 5 weeks of machine learning courses from Coursera,
Does programming training. Watch the Neural Network playlist from the youtube channel 3Blue1Brown.Complete Courses (Neural Network and In-depth Learning) from Specialization in In-depth Learning at Coursera. Do training.if you want to start an Image Processing project, take the specialization of
the 4th LN Coursera or if you want to work on Natural Language Processing or sequence data, take the no.5.Search course for open source execution and YouTube video projects you are interested in. if you're worried about which language to use, I think it's good to stay hard (Hard is an open source
neural network library written in Python)Route C: Learn in 1 Month or Less.Scheme through Coursera Machine Learning Week 1 to Just watch the video, understand the concept. You can browse matlab / octave tutorials in Week 3.Watch the main list of Neural Network from youtube channel
3Blue1Brown. Skim through Courses (Neural And Deep Learning Circuits) from Deep Learning Specificization in Coursera.If you want to do Image Image Processing Read the chapters from Nielsen's books: neuralnetworksanddeeplearning.com/chap6.htmlSiraj Raval has some interesting videos to give
you the gist of most ML and DL topics. Find open-source execution and project YouTube videos you're interested in. And continue to change it to your needsLinks &amp; Optional Resources.Neural Networks and Deep Learning:coursera.org/learn/neural-networks-deep-learningSequence Modeling-
colah.github.io/posts/posts/2OI5-08-Unndersting-LSTMs / Siraj Raval: Youtube ChannelI will recommend you to follow the 2-minute Paper on YouTube to mingle with the wonders that researchers do with Deep Deep Previously published at arbaazsama/machine-learning-101-how-where-to-start-for-
absolute-beginners-59e790c92c50Join Hacker Your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Continue with the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily newsletter! I made this guide to Photoshop by using the program itself on my home laptop. It's a project I want to address because I've
found similar guidance excluding some important information. I've been making digital art for some time now so I've got the process down quite well- but the grass is new to me. I spent a few extra hours unexpectedly trying out a variety of different filters and textures that didn't work before finally arriving
on the grass you can see in my images right now. For this recipe you need:-Milk (duh). Use fresh and whole milk (preferably from grass-fed cows from local farms). You can use low-fat milk, but it will produce less cheese in the end. Do not use ultra-pasteurized milk because it will not coagulate.-Culture
cheese. This contains bacteria, acids and molds that promote freezing. You can find them in specialized or natural food stores.-Rennet. It comes in various forms (tablets, powders, liquids) and contains a variety of enzymes that separate milk solids from when and shape curds. You can buy animal-based
rennets or vegetables.-Salt. As everywhere, salt will increase flavor, pull moisture and help keep your cheese. Do not use iodized salt though, since it can kill startup bacteria.-Air. You should use filtered water because water from the municipal supply can contain things that will affect the ability of milk to
turn into cheese To start a gimp cross up and green straps. A cross over the green strap With a string of pink goes over one string of green and under another Pull tight and then done you with the first stitches Do this over and over again and beginners you in English can be distinguished from false
beginners. Absolute beginners are students who do not have English instructions that are not or very little. Fake beginners are English students who have learned English at school - often for several years - but have never acquired any real-language dealers. False often will take speed because they
remember the lessons of the past. Absolute beginners, on the other hand, will progress slowly and acquire each point by method. If a teacher jumps forward in order or starts to include languages that absolute students aren't uncommon, things can get confusing quickly. Teaching an absolute beginner
requires teachers to pay special attention to the order in which the new language is introduced. Teacher teaching plans play an important role in ensuring that new grammars are introduced slowly and successfully. The 20-point program provides a syllabus for recruiting students from English altogether,
able to meet basic communication requirements including; provide personal information and explain their daily routine and the world around them. Obviously, there is plenty more to speak English confidently from these twenty points. This 20-point program has been designed to provide a strong foundation
for temporary build-up, at the same time, providing students with the most important language skills they need to go. When teaching an absolute beginner, it is very important to continue construction methodically on what has been introduced. Here is a list of progressive points to be taught to build the 20
points listed above. Most points have specific lessons that teach a variety of grammar and usage skills. In the case of definite and unlimited articles and basic tendencies, points are taught through assimilation throughout various lessons, since the necessary explanations will involve vocabulary skills
beyond the most absolute way of beginners. These exercises will appear very simple to you, and you may feel that they are insulting. Remember that students take very little steps to quickly establish a base where to build. Here's a list of what's covered in the 20-point program, as well as a brief
description and/or list of what's included in each point: Speech/Introduction: Basic small talks include 'How you Number 1 - 100: Pronunciation, calculating skills, phone numberAlphabet/Spelling SkillDemonstrative Alternate: Recognizing the relationship between 'this, here' compared to 'that, there'.
Presentwords 'to be': Conjugation of sedation, questions and negative forms for all subjects. Basic descriptive adjectives: The ability to describe simplyBasic tendency-use objects: in, in, for, on, etc. There is, there are: Differences between single and escalation, negative questions and shapes, Anything,
Many, Many: When to use some and anywhere in positive, negative form and questions. Questions using many words and more: The use of the word 'wh-' questions as well as 'how much' and 'how much of Frequency: Poor use of frequency such as: always, often, sometimes, neverSubject Pronouns: I,
You, Him, He, He, Us, You, TheirPosesifPosesif You, He, (Its), We, You, AdjectivesArticles Them: Basic rules for definite and unlimited articles, a, which, ThePresent Simple: The use of today is easy to describe daily routines. Building a Vocabulary When an absolute beginner student can identify some
basic objects, it's a good time to introduce some basic adjectives to describe those objects. You need to have some illustrations of similar objects that look a little different. It helps them fit at the same cardboard size and has them large enough to show everyone in the classroom. For Part III of this lesson,
you will want to have, at least, one image per student. Prepare lessons by writing some adjectives on the board. Use opposite paired adjectives, such as the following: beautiful—ugly—newhot—coldold—youngbig—smallcheap—expensivethap—thick—Full notice that you need to use adjectives that
explain the outer appearance of things because students only know the basis of object vocabulary every day before. Teacher: (Take two illustrations that show similar things in different states.) This is an old car. This is a new car. Teacher: (Take two illustrations that show similar things in different states.)
This is empty glass. This is full glass. Continue showing the differences between a variety of things. After you feel comfortable that students are familiar with these new adjectives, start asking student questions. The pressure that students should answer in complete sentences. Teacher: What is this?
Student: That was the old house. Teacher: What is this? Student: That was a cheap shirt. Continue selecting between multiple objects. Besides traditionally calling on individual students for answers, you can also create a circle game from this activity. Turn the image on to the table and have each student



choose one from a pile (or submit it out facedown). Then each student bounts over the image and describes it. After each student has a turn, mix the images and everyone draws again. For this circle game, submit multiple images to the student. The first student, student A, asked the student to left,
student B, about the image. Student B responded and then asked the student to left, student C, about image B, etc. around the room. For additional practice, reverse circles so that each student can ask and respond about two images. If it will take too long to go to the circle because of the size of the
class, have students pairing and discussing their images. They can then change the pair with people near them or the trading image. Teacher: (Student Name), ask (student name B) a question. Student A: Is It New cap? OR What is this? Student B: Yes, that is a new cap. OR No, that's not a new cap. It
was an old hat. Questions around the room. If you want to create an assumption with this activity, deal with images to each student, facedown. Students can't show anyone their images and instead have to find the opposite they have, like interactive Go-Fish games. If you have an odd number of students,
include yourself in mingle. Alternatives are listed if the student has not committed or is anywhere else. For example: Student A: Do you have an old house? OR Where's the old house? OR Are you an old house? I have a new home OR I'm a new home.  Student B: I have an expensive bag. I'm not an old
house. House.
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